
DR. MEBCIER AND FORMAL LOGIC.

I HAVE no desire to intervene in the quarrel Mr. Shelton has picked*
with Dr. Mercier,1 though he seems to me to have quite failed to
appreciate the tatter's banter and to have made some very damag-
ing admissions which go far to justify it; for I am sure Dr. Mercier
is well able to take care of himself. But I should like to thank
Mr Shelton for stating so correctly and clearly the ground of my
own objection of Formal Logic, and at the same time to dispute his
denial to Dr. Mercier of the right to denounce Formal Logic as a
silly game.

Mr. Shelton is quite right in thinking that when I call Formal
Logic a game, the meaning of the charge is quite specific, and also
that it must mean something different to Dr Mercier and to me,
because from my standpoint Dr. Mercier's Logic ia also Formal,
and also a ' game '. But it by no means follows that Dr. Mercier
has no right to complain of the traditional ' logic '. Surely he is
fully entitled to object that the traditional logic is a bad game and
that his ' new' logic makes a better one, and to make out a case
for his contention Indeed on the whole I am not indisposed
(provisionally) to endorse his claim. For my own investigations
of traditional logic lead irresistibly to the conclusion that it is essen-
oially an equivocation between psychology and verbality; and that
Really all of its doctrines may be construed in either way. It has
in consequence always an escspefrom criticism. If its psychologism
is attacked, it can always point out that the verbal meaning is not
a fact in any one's mind ; if its verbalism is condemned, it can al-
ways claim to refer to actual thinking and deplore the deficiencies
and ambiguities of language. Consequently iiie only way to force
it to render an account of itself is to stop up both its earths, and to
attack its verbalism and its psychologism simultaneously.

Now this is, I take it, the interest of the present situation. The
traditional Formal Logic can only escape from my cnticism by
becoming wholly verbal and confessing that its so-called ' logical
analysis' is neither psychological nor scientific, and deals merely
with the ' dictionary-meanings' of words; but if it does this, it
rushes straight into the jaws of Dr. Mercier, who (very reason-
ably) want3 to know why, if so, it has chosen to recognise a few
only of the familiar forms and usages of speech aud of the infer-
ences they seem to warrant. To have concretely and fully dlus-

1 In No. 91.
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trated this side of the deadly dilemma in which the traditional
' logic' is caught seems to me a great service which Dr. Mercier
has done to logic, and one quite comparable with that of the
symbolic logicians who are trying to render traditional logic con-
sistent in their way, by asking why, if logic believes in fixing
meanings, it does not do this thoroughly and is unwilling to become
wholly symbolic.

The J fferent sorts of logical reformers, therefore, however much
they may differ among themselves, can all agree that the traditional
logio ds indefensible and a disgrace to science, and support each
other's questions. The humanists ask ' why, if you profess to
deal with actual thinking, do you ignore the actual meaning of
thinkers ?' the symbolists ask ' why, if you aim at exactness, do
you refuse to use symbols only ?' and Dr. Mercier asks ' why, if
you aim at analysing the use of language, do you restrict yourselves
to a few phrases only ?' And all three can agree that in view of the
actual condition of' logic ' all these questions are justifiable—and
unanswerable.
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